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Cinema and Popular Song: The Lost Tradition
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Most writing on film music has concentrated on the practice in early

cinema ofunderscoring a film segment's narrative or emotive content with

light classical music in the European tradition. Historiographically, this

approach to film accompaniment falls short on three seParate counts: (t) It

neglects the auditory practices of early cinema, thereby failing to recognize

cinema's investment in a competing popular song tradition. (z) It unius'

tifiably limits our notion of the principles operative in musical accompa'

niment to those characterized by European-inspired light classical music.

$) It oversimplifies the complex dialectic between disparate musical tra'

ditions that undergirds the history of film music.

Illustrated S ongs ond N ickelodeon Accomp animent

Traditional accounts of silent film sound have assumed that early film exhi-

bition borrowed its sound practices directly flrom the nineteenth-century

theater, and thus featured accompaniment like that of the later silent

period.'Treating nickelodeons as the first theaters specifically dedicated

to films, critics typically assimilate nickelodeons and their music to iater

purpose-built film theaters. However, a closer look at nickelodeon pro'

grams suggests radically different conclusions.
As facade photographs readily altest, the highlight of many nickelodeon

programs was the illustrated song, a live entertainment featuring a Popu-
lar song illustrated by colorful lantern slides. Accompanied by the piano,

the singer would typically warble two verses and two choruses, then the

audience would join in while the chorus-lyrics slide was projected. First

lnvented in the mid-r89os, illustrated song slides grew rapidly in popu-
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1 rgoz Sears catalog ad for a song slide outfit "made up with a special view to the
after addition of moving picture effects." [Author's collection]

larity as sheet music publishers recognized their publicity value, exhibi
tors exploited their hand-colored brilliance, and audiences appreciated the
chance to participate. With the rise of nickelodeons, i l lustrated song slides
became a standard part of the program. Since the projectors of the period
served double duty for moving prctures and lantern slides, song slides
offered a convenient and inexpensive manner to occupy audiences while
the fi lä was changed. In lact, the enormous popularity of song slides sug.
gests that filmi offered respite for the singer between song slides, rather
than vice versa. Song slides held their popularity unti l around r9r3, when
a second film projector was installed in most projectiorr_bogqg, ali911!g
films to alternate with films rather than with slides.* 

The typical illustrated song slide set included a title slide made from
the sheet-music cover, twelve to sixteen live-model slides corresponding
to two verses and two choruses, and a chorus-lyrics slide that remained on
icreen whiie the audience belted out the chorus, often many times over.
Initially distributed gratis by music publishers as a form of publicity, slide
sets were eventually sold or rented for modest sums. Ads for song slides
appeared regularly in trade journals like Views and Films Index and Mov-
ing Picture World and View Photographer. Produced by small, undercapital-
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ized companies with names like Chicago Transparency Company, A' L'

Simpson, DeWitt C,Wheeler, or Scott and Van Altena, song slides featured

many actors and actresses who would become familiar silent film figures

iFrancis X. Bushman, Alice Joyce, Mabei Normand, Anita Stewart, Norma

Talmadge, Florence Turner, Lillian walker). Sung on the vaudeville stage

by big-name "song illustrators" like Ada fones and Meyer Cohen, or teams

like Maxwell and Simpson, song slides would later give their first chances

to the likes of George Jessel and Al |olson' In-nickelodeons, however, the

singer would often be the owner's wife, daughter, or niece'
- 

There are many reasons why illustrated song slides have been ne'

glected. Even when they weren't broken by the intense heat of projection,

the extremely fragile 3 ,f o" x 4" glass slides were often simply thrown away

like yesterday's publicity. Considered as a different medium, song slides

have been ignored by film archives and film scholarship, and are almost

never shown as part of a film program. Conversely, the few heroic collectors

who have preserved song slides-people like fohn W. Ripley and Margaret

and Nancy Bergh-are not film scholars and thus tend to show song slides

within a lantern-slide context rather than in coniunction with films. Our

ignorance ofillustrated song slides and their relationship to frlm exhibition

has seriously compromised our ability to make sense of the nickelodeon

period.
The active presence of illustrated song slides in nickelodeon Programs

suggests many different avenues of research. what effect did the illus-

trated song preference for ballads and other narrative forms have on

film's mid-aughts turn toward narrativel Was the contemPorary song-

writer Charles K. Harris right to claim that song slide scenarios provided

the basic model for,,the moving picture play scenario"l' Before Hollywood
.,ilvented,,background projection and long before television devised the

blue screen process, song siides had blazed the trail with a black back'

ground technique for combining studio-shot interiors with location ex-

ieriors. How did the compositing techniques developed by the song slide

industry influence Hollyuvood's constitutive foreground/background sepa.

ition? The early teens have been seen as a watershed, with the spread of

large purpose-built theaters, the installation ofa second proiector, and the

rise of feature films, but what of the active repression of a cinema of attrac-

tions through industry criticism of song-slide-spawned audience partici'

pätion? These and other basic questions are raised by the i4le-qpediality

of nickelodeon programs.
when considered from the standpoint of sound Practice, illustratec

songs suggest a totally different set of issues. close inspection of the
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lantern-slide images that song slide manufacturers accepted as appropri
ate matches for song lyrics suggests that nickelodeon accompaniment
standards may have been very different from later criteria. As Film lndex
insists, "it is to be questioned whether a picture of a bird on its nest truly
illustrates a line to the effect that the hero will return when the birdies
nest again, but usually the slide gets a hand, the women murmur Ain't it
sweet'and the slide maker makes some more of the same sort because he
is in business to fill a demand, not to furnish an art education with each set
of slides."'Unlike later practice, which emphasizes the emotive value of
musical texture, song slides and early accompaniment often stress verbal

matches. A deaf man could make song slides, since only the lyrics count,
In fact, a deaf man did: Edward Van Altena's partner fohn D. Scott had
been deaf since the age of four.

A closer look at prewar sound practices suggests that early accompani-
ment may have been directly influenced by illustrated songs, film's audio-
visual partner in the nickelodeon business. Repeatedly, we find producers
recommending popular songs to accompany their films. Edison suggests
the following familiar tunes to accompany A Western Romance: "lf a Girl
Like You Loved a Boy Like Me," "School Days," "l'm Going Away," "On the
Rocky Road to Dublin," "Pony Boy," "Temptation Rag," "l'm a Bold Bad
Man," "Wahoo," "So Long, Mary," and "Everybody Works but Father."'As
late as rgrz a forward-looking showman like S. L. Rothapfel (Ro"y),even in
an upscale theater like Chicago's Lyric, would lace his program with such
old favorites as'Auld Lang Syne,"'A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight,"
"He's A )olly Good Fellow," "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp," "Oh You Beautiful
Doll," 'Annie Laurie," "Rosary," and "Good-bye."5 As Clyde Martin con-
firms in r9ro, "half of the musicians in the country . . . will pick up a pub-
lisher's catalogue and get nomes of songs that correspond with the scenes
portrayed [my emphasis]."6

To connect the music to the image, nickelodeon accompaniment de-
pended not oniy on popular songs, but on their titles and lyrics. One par-
ticularly adept house pianist, affirms Martin, "kept the house in laughter
with his selections in accompaniment to pictures of a flirtation. He made

the Lothario say: 'There's something about you dear that appeals to me;
my wife's gone to the country-won't you come over to my housel You're
just my style. I like you. How'd you like to spoon with mel'The fellow's
wife broke in upon the flirtation, then left him in a rage. The piano sym-
pathized. 'Gee, I Wish I Had My Old Girl Back Again."" Nearly a cen-
tury later, we still recognize in this account the titles of no less than eight
popular songs, evoked seriatim to reinforce the narrative presented by the
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image. Far from simply recycling nineteenth'century melodrama music

and prefiguring the accompaniment style typically applied to silent fea'

tures, nickelodeons depended heavily on popular song'

\he Structure of Popular Songs and "Classical" Music

For decades, scholars have neglected illustrated songs and the nickel'

odeon's popular song aesthetic. In order to revive that tradition, and to

understand its continuing role throughout the history of cinema, we must

first highiight the differences seParating popular songs from the music

used for late silent films and through-composed sound films. For sim-

plicity's sake, I will adopt Royal S. Brown's use of the term "classical," in

quotation marks, to designate the various types of music included in the

latter category.'I thus am using the term "classical" to designate not two

centuries of musical tradition, but only the styles commonly employed in

late silent film accompaniment and in through-composed sound cinema.

The category of classical music, without the quotation marks, would in'

clude art song and opera; my "classical" category, with quotation marks,

does not include those forms, since they are not regularly trsed in film

music.
Film music critics typically stress the Wagnerian tendency of "classi-

cal" film music to employ repeated leitmotifs and themes in connection

with specific characters or situations.n While not denying the importance

ofthis technique, I will here concentrate instead on more basic aspects of
"classical" music. For the Purposes of a comparison with popular song, it is

essential to recognize the fundamental muteness, indeterminacy, incon-

spicuousness, and expansibility of "classical" music, along with the effects

tlat these characteristics have on listeners.

muteness.Though "classical" pieces sometimes have titles, they achieve

audiovisual matching by generalized parallelism between the emo-

tive connotations'of particular musical textures and the content of

specific image sequences, rather than through verbal content'

indeterminacy. Whereas the title and lyrics of a popular song usually

overdetermine meaning, the signification of "classical" music is far

more dependent on the images and situations to which it is linked.

inconspicuousness. By this term I do not mean simply that "classical"

mus i c i s "unhea rd , "asC laud iaGorbmansayso fna r ra t i ve f i lm
mus ic .Gorbman ' spo in t re la tes to theway"c lass i ca l "mus i c i sde -
ployed in the cinema, whereas I am referring to a fundamental dif.
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ference in saliency between wordless music and popular songs. Lan-
guage is processed differently from instrumental music (even when
only a reminiscence of that language remains, as with an instrumen-
tal version of a popular song); "classicai" music is thus by its very
nature inconspicuous, even before being inconspicuously applied to
Hollpvood films.

expansibility. In terms of its difference from popular song, "classical"

music's expansibility looms large. Variable phrase length and de-
layed closure contribute heavily to this feature. "Classical" music's
expansion methods include development by variation, modulation,
minor or modal treatment, and change of instrumentation, register,
or volume. To delay closure, "classical" music empioys deceptive ca-
dences, where a v-vr harmonic structure extends the piece rather
than closing it offthrough the expected v-r "authentic" cadence. The
multilayered nature of "classical" music offers muitiple opportuni-

. ties for extension, any separate layer potentially justifying continua-
. tion, even when the others have reached closure.

quiet listening and mentol involvement.Though "classical" music depends
on the same drive toward tonic resolution as does popular song, its
lack ofrepetitive and predictable closure diffuses rather than unifies
audience reaction. Because it operates on multiple levels, "classical"

music rarely offers a separable hummable melody, and never pro-
vides singable lyrics, thus encouraging quiet and attentive listening
rather than active participation. As such, "classical" music involves
audiences mentally more than bodily, inviting them to internalize
rather than externalize their reactions. The convention ofsilent lis-
tening to concert music, established well prior to "classical" music's
debut in film exhibition, provides strong cultural reinforcement for
this tendency.'o

In contrast, popular song depends on language, and is predictable, sing-
able, rememberable, and physically involving in ways that "classical" music
usually is not.

linguistic dependence. The musical aspects of popular songs may sug-
gest emotive or narrative connotations just as "classical" music does,
but musical modes of meaning-making are typically overwhelmed
by popular song's tendency toward direct linguistic communication.
Titles and lyrics so dominate public evaluation of a popular song's
emotive or narrative content that a song rarely signifies separately
from its linguistic content.
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predictobility. Buiit out of standard four- or eight-bar units, popular
songs at regular intervals reach rhythmic closure, reinforced by
linguistic structures, such as the placement of rhyming lyrics at
the end of phrases. Based on regular melodic repetition, popular
songs establish and satisfy audience expectations of return to famil-
iar melodic material. Because they systematically employ standard
rv-v-r harmonic progressions, popular songs also establish and sat-
isfy audience expectations of predictable harmonic closure. Not only
do popular songs privilege repetition and regularity, but they align
linguistic and musical systems to take advantage of multiple simul-
taneous closure cues.

singability. Popular songs are hummable because they imply reduc-
ibility to their melody, which is restricted to an accessible frequency
range. They are singable because they have easily pronounced lyrics
arranged in convenient and readily understandable breath groups re-
producing common speech patterns. Careful matching of music and
lyrics further reinforces popular song's singable nature.

rememberability. Composed of short, standardized, repeated compo-
nents, popular songs are easy to remember, both musically and lin-
guistically. Through repetition ofverse and refrain, the song is easily
taught to even the most unmusical audiences. This return to famil-
iar material generates anticipation of further repetition that popular
songs amply satisfy.

activ e phy sical inv olv ement. Predictable, singable, rememberable, appar-
ently reducible to melody and lyrics, and often based on familiar

dance rhythms, popular songs typically inspire toe-tapping, whis-

tling, humming, singing along, and other types of active participa-
tion.

Of course "classical" music at times borrows elements from popular
song. When a studio arranger like vcr',r's Roger Edens needed bridging
music, he would often create it by applying the principles of "classical"

music to melody material derived from one of the film's songs. In other
words, neither the principles of "classical" music nor popular song strate-

gies should be seen as insulated from each other. By and large, however,

the tendencies presented here are strong and clearly differentiated.
When they are used in association with images, "classical" music and

popular song reveal yet another important difference. Because it has an

obvious coherence, with each line clearly connected to the overail struc-

ture and a universally expected musical cadence and linguistic conclusion,
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popular song never allows listeners of the song's individual parts to es'

cape from the whoie. As such, the popular song always remains a coher-

ent block that appears to be authored separately from whatever images it

iiompanies, whereas "classical" music's meandering capacity often con'

iääls overall structure, implying that the music is generated not by some

global vision, but by the image at hand. "Classical" music thus more easily

convinces us that it is authored not by a comPoser, but by the image' ln

ihis sense, the popular song aurally recalis the discursive nature ofan early

cinema of attractions, while "ciassical" music fits especially well into the

impersonal narration of classic Hollywood cinema.

Popwlar Song and the History of Film Music

Film music scholarship has concentrated almost exclusively on "classical"

music. Yet the influence of the nickelodeon's song-oriented accompani-

ment practices fiisibt. throughout the history of film music. From the

theme song craze of the mid-twenties to the compilation soundtracks of

the last two decades, popular song has continued to share cinema sound

space with "classical" music. Several genres depend wholly or primarily on

the song mode. These include 9a1ly sync sound camera and disc record-

ings; r93os animation series based on popular songs available through

recently acquired music publishers; Soundies and other pre'rv attempts

to_ provide an audiovisual version of popular songs; and mus!9 yideos

spawned by urv and its imitators.
More complex, and in the long run more interesting, are the many fea'

ture film attempts to take advantage of popular song's ability to perform

certain operations better than "classical" music. Two of these in particular

Jänd out. While "classical" music is particularly able to provide routine

commentary and to evoke generalized emotional reactions, popular song

is often capable of serving a more specific narrational PurPose. Thus f ohn

Ford regularly used folk songs to establish a specific mood in his westerns,

historical frlms often employ period songs to signify specific historical mo-

ments, and film noir regularly interrupts loveless male-dominated narra-

tives with nightclub songs offering an oasis of romance or female Power.
From Hi.gh Noon to Miller's Crossing, nondiegetic popular song lyrics pro-

vide a unique opportunity to editorialize and to focus audience attention.

Theme songs used over initial credits constitute a particularly common

example of this strategy.
A second capacity not fully shared by "classical" music is popular song's
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5 As Twentieth Century Fox's
most precious commodities,
stars and song titles share top
billing on this r939 poster for
Rose of Washington Square.

[Author's collection]

teur singers, popular song for decades carried on an intense symbiotic re-
lationship with the sheet music industry. Short, inexpensive, and easily
distributed, popular songs also made ideal auditory commodities when
recorded ,o,n cylinders, discs, or tape. Since the American cinema is a
for-profit industry, films regularly renew attempts to take advantage of
the commercial opportunities associated with popular song. Even before
sound, orchestra leaders understood the benefits ofthis strategy, privileg-
ing certain music cues and building them into potentially lucrative theme
songs. By the fifties, the film and recording industries were so tightly inter-
twined that theme songs *iie often released as singles in advince of the
,film's opening. With the triumph of albums and the development of com-
pact discs, the single theme gave way to the compilation soundtrack built
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6 Extraordinary internal document in which Balaban and Katz musical director
H. L. Spitalny explains to local conductors how to combine song slide techniques
with a talking traiier in order to feature War Nurse's theme song. [Chicago Public
Libraryl

One of the film music problems most requiring attention involves the
interaction between "classical" music and popular song in films that in-
clude both. Is a song meiody thematized and turned into a leitmotif I Is
part ofa song expanded, developed, and used according to "classicai" prin.
ciples? In short, is the popular song made to change colors and participate
in the work of the "classical" soundtrack? Or are lyrics and a title imposed
on "classical" materiall Is a "classical" theme so often repeated in conjunc-
tion with a particular structure and cadence that it emulates a popular
songl In short, is the film's "classical" accompaniment forced into accom-
plishing popular song goalsl

When we consider these questions historically, we recognize the im-
portant role played by the sound component ofearly exhibition practices.
Nickelodeons established many expectations and techniques that would
ultimately either be overtly adopted by Hollywood or repressed and carried
covertly within dominant filmmaking practice. In order to understand
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Hollywood sound more fully, we must begin to address the.dialectic that
simultaneously relates and separates "classical" music and popular song.
iVe must aiso recognize the extent to which this relationship serves as a
vehicle for essential oppositions between spectacle and narrative, between
discours and histoire, between static dual-focus forms and dynamic single.
Focus modes, between bodily reaction and mental processing, between

lim as participatory mode and as spectator form, between European inspi-
iation and American pragmatism. None of these important dichotomies
tan be properly understood independently of the ongoing and complex
relationship between "classical" music and popular song.

Notes
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Surreal Symphonies:

LlAge d'or and the Discreet Charms

of Classical Music
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In their rg3o film coliaboration, L'Age d'or, Luis Buiuel and Salvador Dali

aimed at surpassing the scandal they had attempted to create with their

first film, Un Chien Andalou, released the previous year' LJn Chien Anda'

lor was an enormous succös de scandale and enjoyed an eight-month run in

paris. Bufluel ended up earning seven or eight thousand francs from the

film, Following the surprise critical and commercial success of this first

collaboration, Bufluel must have been gratified at the response ro L'Age

dbr, which was screened for packed houses at studio z8 for six days. At

that point, a right wing claque disrupted a screening, set off stink bombs'

shouted,,Death to the Jews," and slashed Surrealist paintings that were on

display in the lobby. Eventually the police confiscated the film'

whereas the film became infamous almost immediately, one aspect of it

has received very little attention, and that is its soundtrack. At first glance,

or rather, first listen, the music might appear to be merely an assortment of

pieces from the classical and Romantic symphonic rePertory, selected pri-

marily for the ironic contrast between what one hears and sees. However,

Bufluel's decision to use this music must be understood in the context of

his desire to outdo the shocking effect of IJn Chien Andalou. Because he

aimed to shock the bourgeoisie, he used the most shocking music pos'

sible, which was the most familiar and irreproachably bourgeois music one

can imagine. The soundtrack is comprised primarily of music by Mozart,

Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Wagner' Ironically enough, jazz, the "popu'

-


